We study a generalization of Swendsen-Wang algorithm suited for Potts models with next-next-neighborhood interactions. Using the embedding technique proposed by Wol we test it on the Symanzik improved bidimensional nonlinear model. For some long range observables we nd a little slowing down exponent (z ' 0:3) that we interpret as an e ect of the partial frustration of the induced spin model.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Swendsen-Wang algorithm 3] is known to be a very e cient way of generating con gurations for a Monte Carlo simulation, owing to its little slowing down exponent.
For the bidimensional Ising model the numerical data are consistent with _ u0:35 , to be compared with _ u2:1 of the conventional, local algorithms (see for example 4{8]).
However, the original formulation in the framework of the Potts spin model can't be easily generalized to other statistical systems, for example lattice gauge theories, in spite of many e orts to do it 9,10].
Wol 11{13] has shown that it is possible to incorporate the Swendsen-Wang dynamics in a O(N) invariant, multicomponent statistical system, embedding Ising variables in the continuous degrees of freedom. This method proved to be extraordinarily e cient, with an almost complete absence of critical slowing-down _ /0:1 .
Motivated by a concrete application to the non linear, Symanzik improved O(3) bidimensional sigma model, we study a simple generalization of the algorithm.
II. THE ALGORITHM
The basic idea of the Swendsen-Wang procedure is to introduce some auxiliary degrees of freedom in the model one wants to simulate. We apply the algorithm to the sigma model de ned in our case by the Symanzik tree level improved action
and by the constraint ' a (n)' a (n) = 1. We x an arbitrary unit vector r and parameterize the eld as '(n) = ' ? (n) + j'(n) rj n with n = '(n) r j'(n) rj = 1:
At xed ' ? and j' rj the system is equivalent to a disomogeneous Ising model S = X n;n 0 J n; n 0 ] n; n 0
with a ferromagnetic nearest neighbor coupling and an antiferromagnetic third neighbor one J n; n 0 ] = 2 j'(n) rjj'(n 0 ) rj 
The partition function can be written, neglecting an irrelevant multiplicative constant, as a product of terms Z = X f g Y n;n 0 (1 + k(n; n 0 ) n; n 0 ) with k(n; n 0 ) = e J n;n 0 ]
1:
In each of them we introduce a new degree of freedom l n;n 0 , which can get values in f1; 0g, so that in the general case we can write ( a;b = 1 a;b ) 2 1 + k(n; n 0 ) n; n 0 = X l n;n 0 =0;1 W 1;1 (n; n 0 ) n; n 0 l n;n 0 ;1 + W 0;0 (n; n 0 ) n; n 0 l n;n 0 ;0 + W 1;0 n; n 0 l n;n 0 ;0 + W 0;1 n; n 0 l n;n 0 ;1 (6) with the conditions W 1;1 + W 1;0 = 1 + k and W 0;0 + W 0;1 = 1. As the W i;j constants are proportional to probabilities they must be non{negative. The variables we have added are in a one{to{one correspondence with the interactions of the model, and we sum over all con gurations fl; g. We obtain a new partition function which describes the joint dynamics of all the degrees of freedom.
We start considering the evolution of the set f g at xed flg. If we make the choice W 1;0 (n; n 0 ) = W 0;0 (n; n 0 )
the interaction between the sites n and n 0 becomes irrelevant if l n;n 0 = 0. This means that the spin system decomposes in a set of independent clusters C i , each of them made of all the lattice sites which can be joined by a chain of l n;n 0 = 1 interactions. Inside each C i the dynamics is described by an Ising{like e ective action S cluster = X n; n 0 2C i log W 1;1 (n; n 0 ) W 1;1 (n; n 0 ) k(n; n 0 ) ! n; n 0 (8) which can be simpli ed by imposing another condition. If k > 0 (i.e. if the interaction is ferromagnetic) we can choose W 1;1 = k, obtaining a model in which the two spins must be aligned in order not to pay an in nite action tribute. If the action is antiferromagnetic the analogous choice is W 1;1 = 0: in this case the two spins must be necessarily unaligned.
For a xed f g con guration the probability distribution for l n;n 0 depends only on the two spins n and n 0 . For a ferromagnetic interaction the relevant term is (cfr. equation (6)) ; 0 k l;1 + l;0 ] + ; 0 l;0 : (9) It follows that if the two spins are unaligned l must be set to zero. In the case of alignment there is on the contrary an \activation" probability proportional to k=(1 + k). If the interaction is antiferromagnetic we obtain
In this case if the spins are aligned it follows necessarily l = 0, in the other case we have l = 1 with probability k.
From these considerations it follows that after the generation of the flg set inside each cluster the spins automatically satisfy the constraint imposed by the equation (8), and that the only possible moves are the ippings of a cluster as a whole. In conclusion we can sum up the procedure as follows. After choosing a random direction r we set the l values with the appropriate probabilities. Next we construct the clusters, and ip each of them with some assigned probability. In absence of Symanzik improvement there are only ferromagnetic couplings, so each cluster is composed of aligned spins. In our case it is possible for two or more clusters of this type with opposite spin orientation to be joined by an antiferromagnetic active l.
This fact has two interesting consequences. First of all at = 1 our algorithm is no more ergodic, as one can easily construct eld con gurations that are left unchanged by it, apart for a trivial global ip. To see this consider three spins in the sites n, n + n and n + 2n . If n 6 = n+2n the antiferromagnetic bound l n;n+2n is surely activated, and the same must be true for one of the two ferromagnetic ones l n;n+n or l n+n ;n+2n , so that all the spins belong to the same cluster. If n = n+n = n+2n both l n;n+n and l n+n ;n+2n are activated and the three spins are connected again. Only if n 6 = n+n 6 = n+2n there is a probability that the spins can be changed independently, but this cannot occur for a su ciently smooth con guration. So at = 1 the algorithm can change only high wavelength modes, while if the eld con guration is smooth all spins are connected in one unique cluster, and the only possible update is a global parity. If is big but nite we expect the formation of a large cluster which connects nearly all the sites, and then a reduced decorrelation. We emphasize that this is not the case for the non improved model, where also at = 1 the only stable con guration is that in which all the spins are aligned.
Another point is that the mean size of the cluster is no more connected with the susceptibility, as is the case without improvement where a Fortuin-Kasteleyn representation exists 14].
III. PERFORMANCES
In order to test the e ciency of the generalized algorithm we have measured the integrated autocorrelation time for the observables 15] 
These are "long distance" dynamical quantities (in particular is the susceptibility) from which it is possible to calculate
which is a possible de nition of correlation length in a nite volume. On the other side the mean value of E 1 is connected to the short distance dynamics
We have chosen the single cluster update scheme proposed by Wol 11{13], and we have measured also the size of the ipped cluster N c . In our parameter range the ratio =L is always less than 0:5, and the asymptotic scaling regime is not yet reached. For example we observe at best a 15% discrepancy between our measured correlation length and the exact value predicted by the Bethe ansatz 16]. We report in Table I the integrated autocorrelation time for , 0 ,E 1 and N c , extracted from a series of 10 6 consecutive cluster updates. In Table II we list the analogous results obtained using the over heat bath algorithm 17].
We have calculated the integrated correlations applying the self{consistent method proposed by Madras et al. 18 ], and we have checked the stability of the result.
In order to evaluate the critical slowing down exponent for a given observable O we try to t our data using the standard nite size scaling ansatz
Here ( ; L) is the measured correlation length de ned by (16) and is a unknown universal function. As an example we report in Fig. 1 z versus =L for all measures we have taken, using the value z = 0:3 which gives a reasonable result. Our best estimate for the critical slowing down exponents are reported in Table III and IV. As one can see the cluster algorithm performs certainly better in respect of the local one. For the long range quantities M 2 and F we argue that 0:2 < z < 0:4. It is interesting to note that for the local quantity E 1 the results are consistent with a total elimination of slowing down. This is in some sense an intermediate situation between a local algorithm, which decorrelates short scales much better than long ones (see table IV for the over heat bath case), and the usual Swendsen Wang which reduces slowing down with the same e ciency at all scales.
In Fig. 2 we plot the ratio between the measured susceptibility and the mean size of ipped cluster versus the correlation length. As we have anticipated with our generalized algorithm is not proportional to N c , as one can easily see. We try to interpret the plot in the following way: for < 0:2 L the nite size e ects are small, and we can see that the cluster size grows more rapidly than the \physical" size connected to the susceptibility. This is consistent with the discussion of the previous section about the expected behavior at large values. For > 0:2 L volume e ects prevent more e ectively the cluster size than susceptibility from growing, hence N c = decreases.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Our results show that the proposed algorithm is e ective in reducing the slowing down at short and long scales. In the last case the slowing down is not completely eliminated and we can interpret this fact in two equivalent ways.
As there is not a proportionality between the cluster size and the physical scale of the model the algorithm is not forced to operate on the modes physically relevant.
From
In our case the frustration is small, and the algorithm is in any case more e cient than a local one. We have worked out a more elaborate generalization of Swendsen Wang algorithm that could be e ective in reducing the excessive growth of cluster size, and we are testing it to see if it is possible to further reduce slowing down in this model 19] .
We are also extending our study to larger correlation length, in order to be sure that the dynamical exponents we have extimated are really the asymptotic ones. 
